A funding organization was incorrectly omitted from the Funding Statement. The Funding Statement should read: \"This work was supported by contract W911SR-09-C-0062 from Edgewood Contracting Division, US Army, and by the University of Luxembourg - Institute for Systems Biology Program. The funders had no role in study design, data collection and analysis, decision to publish, or preparation of the manuscript.\"

In addition, Figures 2B, 3, and 4 were incorrectly switched. The image currently appearing as Figure 3 is Figure 2B and belongs with the title and legend for Figure 2, the image currently appearing as Figure 4 belongs with the title and legend for Figure 3, and the image currently appearing as Figure 5 belongs with the title and legend for Figure 4.

In addition, the correct version of Figure 5 is missing. Please see the correct version of Figure 5 here:
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